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Exclusive dining at Ultraviolet (Photo: Scott Wright)
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t is 7.30pm. Ten people are gathered at Mr & Mrs
Bund, chef Paul Pairet’s modern French restaurant
in Shanghai. They take their last sip of champagne
and prepare to head to Pairet’s latest venture,
Ultraviolet (UV). There was only one problem: No one
knows its location.
They board vehicles with tinted windows and their
drivers, clad completely in black, drive through several
alleys before coming to a stop at a factory. The door
opens to reveal a single table, 10 chairs, stark white
walls and no one in sight.
They barely settle into their seats when a
countdown begins before the sound crackles and the
lights go out. They had each paid 2,000 yuan (S$389)
for the evening – was this all they were getting?
The table lights up suddenly and green apple with
wasabi ice cream is served. What follows is a cigar ash
tray, complete with ash. Or is it?
Named Foie Gras Can’t Quit, the cigar was
actually a mousse of foie gras that could be chomped
or dipped in the “ash” made of cabbage. Ennio
Morricone’s theme for the film Once Upon A Time In
The West plays, while images of America’s Wild West
are projected on the walls. The effect is not unlike that
of being in a cigarette ad.

Micro Fish No Chip, from Ultraviolet (Photo: Scott Wright)

This and other conceptual dining experiences are
a regular affair for UV. Opened since May 18, UV is
Pairet’s dream of 15 years and cost US$2.5 million
(S$3.1 million) to set up. Dinner is served from Tuesday
to Saturday, with only 10 people at each seating. The
10 may be strangers to one another, united only by
their willingness to journey to the unknown destination.
“I don’t know where else you can realise such a noncommercial concept outside of Shanghai,” says Pairet.
The minimum charges are 2,000 yuan per head for
a 20-course degustation menu, “but the cost to us is at
least 5,000 yuan per head. We have 25 staff to serve
the guests and it’s 2.5 staff per guest – this is a ratio
that even star-rated restaurants have difficulty matching”.
Readiness For Adventure
At UV, there is none of the posturing that is common
in high-end restaurants. It stands out for the special
effects accompanying each dish served: an entirely
different atmosphere is created with lights, music, scent
and sound effects controlled from a secret room.
When we last spoke to Pairet in Shanghai two years
ago, he had shared excitedly about his idea of “pyscho
taste”, which he wanted to serve up at UV. “To assume
that food is only about taste is naive,” he said. “See a
tomato and your mind will call upon your memory to tell
you its taste. This subconscious outcome is at work all
around us. Salivation is a primary tangible effect of the
psycho taste. We all psycho-taste before we taste.”
Food is ultimately about emotion and emotion
goes beyond taste. It is an idea shared by the revered

Chef Paul Pairet
(Photo: Scott Wright)

French chef Alain Sendersens, on how we imbibe more
fantasies than calories. His Shanghai diners lapped
up the concept, notes Pairet, who went against the
general consensus that the market was not ready. “They
are very, very curious and if you can show or deliver
genuine concepts, they will follow.”
Pairet was lured from France in 2005 with the
promise of creative freedom. Seven years on, after
opening the Jade on 36 restaurant at the Shangri-La
Hotel, Mr & Mrs Bund (ranked 7 on the Miele Guide
2011/2012) and UV, he is happy with the liberties he
continues to enjoy.
Three-Michelin-star Italian chef Umberto Bombana
had a different impulse for visiting Shanghai. Having made
it in Hong Kong (8½ Otto e Mezzo earned three stars in
the Michelin Guide Hong Kong and Macau last year, the
first Italian restaurant outside of Italy to do so), he wanted
to move closer to the heart of China’s economic growth.
Twenty years ago, he had travelled from Bergamo in Italy
to Hong Kong for the same reason.
In February this year, Bombana opened his
eponymous restaurant on the Bund, offering diners
stashes of San Daniele ham and cheese in the pantry
and five-course meals that start from 688 yuan.
China’s economic boom has attracted not just
Western talent but neighbouring ones too. Japanese
chef Kazumi Sawada moved his family from Kyoto
to China when he was appointed head chef at Four
Seasons Guangzhou’s Japanese restaurant Kumoi
two years ago. He is one of the few chefs in the world
qualified to prepare blowfish.
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The former executive chef of Banreki Ryukoko in
Tokyo, which garnered one Michelin star in 2008 under
his watch, says he was driven by the spirit of adventure
and a vision to promote authentic Japanese cuisine and
food culture in China.
Rocky Road
Like many “lao wai” who struggle to navigate the
inscrutable Chinese landscape, foreign chefs face their
own unique challenges.
Sawada says one of the biggest challenges he has
met with is the lack of the right ingredients, a disaster
considering how “the essence of Japanese cuisine is in
the seasonality and ingredients”.
Likewise, Franck Pecol, the founder of French
bistro Franck, tried to import stone ground organic flour
from France for his new venture, an artisanal French
bakery named Farine (which means flour). The goods
were stuck in customs on arrival, meeting the same fate
as the oysters he tried to bring in last Christmas.
Apart from availability, there is also the issue
of price. Bombana, an international white truffle
ambassador, also notes: “In Hong Kong, I can get as
much ingredients as I want. But in Shanghai, the taxes
make the food more expensive.”
Finding the right people is another headache. As
Sawada found, his team of Chinese chefs were versed
in preparing Japanese food Chinese-style and it took
time and effort to reprogramme them. Bombana ended
up taking care of everything in the kitchen and training
people at the same time because he failed to recruit
worthy assistants.
“Shanghai is not an easy market, not your market,”
Pairet points out, likely with the benefit of hindsight from
a longer stay than the rest. “For staffing, there is a lot
of movement; with so many places opening, you’d be

Kazumi Sawada, head chef at Four Seasons Guangzhou’s
Japanese restaurant Kumoi
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Four Seasons Guangzhou’s Japanese restaurant Kumoi

training people and they will go elsewhere the next day.”
Besides being able to retain a core team of
staffers, Pairet’s secret to success also comes from
not having made any adaptations to his dishes to suit
local tastes. Bombana, another believer in upholding
authenticity, agrees: “If the food tastes good, it tastes
good to everybody.”
This attitude cannot be put down to arrogance; as
Pairet best puts it: “In Shanghai, you have to be truthful
and genuine, and that’s a powerful angle. Because
when you start to underestimate the local market and
you adapt, most probably you will fail because then you
are not distinct.
“So long as you find for yourself a good concept
that is at the top of its range, no matter how new, you
will attract the curiosity of the Chinese.”
The grind has its advantages. Pecol, who arrived
in Shanghai in 2004, says candidly that he would not
be as patient or flexible a person as he is now if not for
the slew of problems he faces daily. “Maybe Shanghai
made me become more entrepreneurial. Because there
is so much energy here, you are actually tempted to do
more than what you had planned.”
For Pairet, the same attraction remains. “You feel
like you are participating in the building of the market;
this is a great feeling that you can get only in a place
that is not yet mature.”
He is careful not to fall into the trap of entertaining
all the options that open up to him with each bout of
success. “I think this is one of the characteristics of
operating in China – you don’t want to spread yourself

too thin and target too many opportunities. After all,
quality is more important than quantity.”
This appears to be the reality facing foreign chefs
in Shanghai every day: they need to juggle staffing
problems, high costs, a lack of the right ingredients and
the need to be authentic and novel at the same time.
Then there is the underlying excitement – and fear –
of knowing that any idea that sounds crazy elsewhere
could be a hit in China.
This is par for the course, says Pairet, who chimes
in sagely about the Chinese city he has come to know
well: “Shanghai wouldn’t be Shanghai if there were no
surprises.”

“When you start to
underestimate the
local market and adapt,
most probably you will
fail because then you
are not distinct.”
– Chef Paul Pairet

